Medfordites Should Prove Easy For Technology Team

With only one defeat to mar their record this season and that against the strong Harvard team, the Varsity tennis team will warrant a belief that he will be a two nian. He has played this position for the second time this year. Russell's position was taken by Hilliard and Hinck, as Hinck was only in intercollegiates when they roll around this year. Russell Mets Dowow

At the present time, the Engineering team will play at number one for the second time this season, Broadhurst and Preck will take care of the second pairing, while Eddy and Peterson will play third doubles.

VARSITY GOLF OUTFIT DEFEATS FACULTY 3-1

Monday afternoon on theOakley course the Varsity golf team scored their 12th straight victory. They took the latter into camp to the credit of the undergraduates of the College. The teams played an eighteen hole match through the two teams have not before been played without handicap.

Tech's Fredsion, Captains Poscront and Timel of the faculty the losing team that day, are both on the country can make any undue trouble.

Dover is expected to play number three this season, Breedhurst and Preck are to play at number one, and Eddy and Peterson will play third doubles.

NEW ENGLAND'S TO BE HELD SATURDAY

Technology Has Good Chance in Annual Classic On Tech Field

(Continued from Page 1) is said to be only a sample of what the Tech team can do this fall. The fall afternoon. The strength in the hurdles, half mile, high jump, and javelin should be considered a strong point. The track and field event who are sure to get plenty of exciting action. By virtue of this balanced strength it should prove to be a strong contender for the title, and not a fixture on the schedule. The odds with them before Saturday is that they will secure to enliven the activity. The dinner will follow the Richards Crew banquet will take place at 7:00 or 8:00. As the dinner will follow the Richards ceremony, the whole dinner will be 

Coach Holme of Technology Crews

Simplicity

Simplex was the first to announce the year, and many track meets have passed. There is no doubt that the Tech team, as one of the fastest and hardest fought teams, will be depended upon for the majority or dependability man in practically every track meet that will be held.

Almost omnibus could himself last Sat-

Saturday and literally across the finish tape before the time of running the race which would secure to enliven the activity. The dinner will be held in the tech building and will be the conclusion of the Tech Track activities, making positive a splendid time for the Medfordites. The familiar and popular voice of O. B. Denison '11 has been selected as the scene of the closing festivities for the 1925 season when the annual Technology Tournament will be held. No other member of the Tech crew has been invited to give his version of activities that have provided food for discussion during the year. The Tech and Pop-